Insights on NZ Recovery – level 3
Food Take Away Focus Report
DATA COLLECTION PERIOD: 17/04/2020 TO 19/04/2020

➢ While food is a priority for many, the indication is that demand for take-away from restaurants,
cafes and fast food, will be very similar to pre covid19 demand.

➢ Therefore, it is important to start promoting the options available, with a view of building demand
for those local business that would need to generate greater demand to stay afloat.

➢ Many New Zealanders are interested in receiving information on helping local businesses and
food options available. This is an opportunity for the industry to build greater demand for take

away, than pre covid19.

Summary.
2

NEW ZEALAND IS LOOKING FORWARD TO MOVING TO LEVEL 3 FREEDOM
A significant proportion of NZ is looking forward to getting takeaway food
once we move to alert level 3.

Looking forward to
getting takeaway from…

The intention is especially high in Auckland and Wellington, with a high percentage of respondents
looking forward to getting takeaway food from restaurants, cafes and takeaway shops.

Upper north
island

What respondents are looking forward to
45%

See my parents/relatives or friends in person

Getting take away food and coffee from
cafes and takeaways shops

37%

Moving around town with more freedom

37%

Getting take away fast food from fast food
joints

24%

Going back to my hobbies (fishing, surfing,
Mtb, hiking etc )

13%
10%

Travelling to other parts of New Zealand

None of the above

7%

21%

Cafes and
takeaway
shops

38%

Fast food
joints

(Wellington: 49%)

42%

Restaurants

30%

(Wellington: 37%)

South island

18%

Going back to work

33%

Lower north
island

35%

19%

Going to the beach

Other

Fast food
joints

22%

Travelling within my region

Restaurants

(Auckland: 25%)

35%

Getting take away food from restaurants

Fast food
joints

40%

37%

35%

Shopping online for non essentials

Finding a job

Cafes and
takeaway
shops

41%

Going for a drive

Cafes and
takeaway
shops

24%
Restaurants

Cafes and
takeaway
shops

30%

Fast food
joints

Restaurants

34%

26%

6%
4%

Q: Assuming New Zealand moves to level 3 next week, which of the following things are you looking
forward to do in the next couple of weeks?

Sample size: n=328 at the end of week 3 lockdown
Population representative weighting
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MANY PEOPLE ARE INTERESTED IN RECEIVING USEFUL INFORMATION ON LEVEL 3 ACTIVITIES
FROM LOCAL BUSINESSES

Food options information is
important for many wanting to
know what the delivery options
are in their communities - 51%
interested.
Many are interested in
knowing more about
supporting local – 41%
interested.
Deals on travel, dining and
entertainment are the third
most popular information type
respondents care about – 36%

Information people interested in receiving
(Auckland: 54%)
51% (Wellington: 56%)
(Christchurch: 61%)

Delivery and takeout food options in
your community
Ways to support local
businesses/organizations and their staff
impacted by COVID-19

36%

Purchasing merchandise and gift
cards from local businesses online

(Auckland: 42%)
(Christchurch: 47%)

33% (Wellington: 43%)

Live streams of performances by local
musicians, artists, or theater groups

2

Ways to support local
businesses/organizations and
their staff impacted by
COVID-19

3

Deals and offers for travel,
dining, and entertainment for
future use

Lower north
island

26%

Online virtual tours of museums, art
galleries, and other visitor attractions

Sharing travel experiences or ideas
with others online during this time

Delivery and takeout food
options in your community

41%(Christchurch: 61%)

Deals and offers for travel, dining, and
entertainment for future use

Videos of inspirational or interesting
travel destinations

Upper north
island

1

17%

12%

interest.

Q: Are you interested in receiving information on any of the following from local businesses?

Delivery and takeout food
options in your community

2

Purchasing merchandise and
gift cards from local
businesses online

3

Deals and offers for travel,
dining, and entertainment for
future use

1

Ways to support local
businesses/organizations and
their staff impacted by
COVID-19

2

Delivery and takeout food
options in your community

3

Deals and offers for travel,
dining, and entertainment for
future use

25%

South island

1

Sample size: n=328 at the end of week 3 lockdown
Population representative weighting
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YET FOR MOST RESPONDENTS, TAKE AWAY DEMAND REMAINS SIMILAR TO WHAT IT WAS
BEFORE COVID19
47% of respondents suggest that
they would consider ordering as
much take away food as they
were getting before lockdown.
Some suggest they would order
less, and fewer would order more.

Impact of Covid-19 on your
ability/willingness to order out of home
dinners from your favourite restaurant
I don’t order
take-aways
at all
20%

I will order
more
13%

restaurant businesses, to boost
demand for take away, above
and beyond pre Covid19
demand, should they wish to
achieve greater revenue than in

50%

Will order the same – as per
normal before the lock
down

(Auckland: 22%)

Lower north
island

→ This highlights the importance of

building strategies for local

Upper north
island

I will order
less
20%
Just the
same
47%
(I will continue to order
take-aways as per
normal before the
lockdown)

South island
38%

53%

Will order the same – as per
normal before the lock
down

Will order the same – as per
normal before the lock
down

previous times.

Q: As you might know, under alert level 3, restaurants will be able to reopen for takeaways, whether pick
up or deliveries Which of the following best describes the impact of Covid-19 on your ability/willingness to
order out of home dinners from your favourite restaurant?

Sample size: n=328 at the end of week 3 lockdown
Population representative weighting
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BOTH DELIVERY AND PICK-UP OF TAKE AWAY FOODS ARE RELEVANT TO NZLANDERS IN LEVEL 3

Preferred ways to pick up meals from
restaurants

While curb side pick-up will be the
preferred way for most people, at
least a third of respondents would
prefer delivery at times.

→ Both methods should be made
available to build demand for
take away in level 3.

Other
1%
I will wait
until I can
dine in the
restaurant
15%

Upper north
island

None of
these
4%

A delivery
option with a
fee for takeouts as long
as it is
contactless
delivery to
my home
33%

Q: When considering take away food from restaurants under alert level 3, would you prefer…

Curbside
pick-up
where you
pick up from
outside the
restaurant so
no delivery
fee
47%

52%

Prefer curb side pick-up

29%

Prefer a contactless delivery
option with a fee

Lower north
island

South island

44%

Prefer curb side pick-up

33%

Prefer a contactless delivery
option with a fee

38%

Prefer curb side pick-up

41%

Prefer a contactless delivery
option with a fee

Sample size: n=328 at the end of week 3 lockdown
Population representative weighting
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THE FAVOURITE TAKE AWAY OPTION FOR KIWIS REMAINS FRESH TAKE AWAY FOOD THAT IS READY
TO EAT, AS IT WAS BEFORE COVID19

Most respondents prefer meals
from restaurants, that are ready to
eat on delivery or pick up, as
opposed to meals that must be
heated later.

Preferred format of take away food from
restaurants
Frozen meals
that have to
be heated
Fresh meals
later
that have to
7%
be heated
later
8%

78%

Upper north
island

Ready to eat
Fresh meals to be heated
later

9%
11%

Frozen meals to be heated
later

Other
3%

Lower north
island

84%

Ready to eat

9%

Fresh meals to be heated
later

6%

Frozen meals to be heated
later

Ready to eat meals from restaurants are more
popular in South Island, while fresh/frozen meals
that require heating are more accepted in
North Island.

Q: When considering take away food from restaurants, are you interested in…

Meals that
are ready to
eat on
delivery or
pick up
82%

88%

South island

Ready to eat

4%

Fresh meals to be heated
later

1%

Frozen meals to be heated
later

Sample size: n=328 at the end of week 3 lockdown
Population representative weighting
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Get in touch.
FORWARD

